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DON'T READ THIS AD
(If you're not interested in RBC or WBC osmotic fragility or Platelet Aggregation)

In just 3½ minutes, the Fragiligraph records and measures the fragility of erythrocytes. In just 7 minutes, the Fragiligraph records and measures the fragility of leukocytes. Additionally, an adaptor is being made available which determines platelet aggregation—eliminating the need for a separate costly instrument for this procedure alone. All completely automatic, all measured in minutes, all read at a glance. And all in one instrument, the Fragiligraph.

In present use at an impressive array of clinical and research centers, the Fragiligraph is now recognized as a valued adjunct in such broad spectrum areas as: Blood Preservation and Survival, Pediatrics, Oncology; Radiation, Pressurization, Kidney Dialysis; Mechanical Trauma and Toxicological Studies, among others.

For elaborated details on the above, write to us and receive all 35 of the published current literature.

Unless you're not interested in rapid automated tests for RBC or WBC osmotic fragility, or platelet aggregation. And haven't read this ad.
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